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1. Introduction
WP4 concentrates on the development of a web-based platform that will provide users access to a knowledge base containing
contextual data and information about OSS. This information will contain the needed elements for applying the methods and
techniques defined in the scientific work packages (WP1, WP2, WP3) with the ultimate goal of assessing the risk of using OSS
components in a given IT environment.

1.1. Motivation
Deliverable 4.3 (D4.3) motivation is to provide an implemented Proof of Concept (PoC) of the RISCOSS platform. The
objective is to check the viability of the platform architecture, and to provide an initial implementation of a framework that will
allow the integration of the tools that will support these techniques.

1.2. Glossary of terms
The following table contains the list of terms associated to D4.3.

 Term Description

FLOSS Free Libre Open Source Software

Organization Market unit that adopts RISCOSS. It may be a company, a public administration actor, a foundation, a
community, etc.

Platform Use Case A use case envisaged for the use of the RISCOSS platform. Determining the set of fundamental use cases is one
of the goals of this document.

PoC Proof of Concept. RISCOSS platform prototype to be delivered at month 12.

Project Use Case A use case provided by a RISCOSS partner in the scope of the RISCOSS project.

RISCOSS Platform  It's the basic platform that provides all the functionalities for managing a knowledge base, integrating tools
that are able to analyse and reason on this knowledge base and presenting a user interface for allowing a user to
interact with the underlying functionalities.

RISCOSS Tool  It's the basic building block for providing extensions to the functionalities of the platform.

Scenario A particular course of action.

Scope Organizational unit of analysis to be put under RISCOSS' supervision. Examples are: the full organization, a (set
of) commercialized or internal products, a (set of) projects or a (set of) OSS component.

Use case Set of scenarios. In this document, we distinguish among project Use Cases and Platform Use Cases.

1.3. Intended audience
This document is marked as public, but its contents are quite technical. The D4.3 is a public deliverable because it does not
contain any sensitive information.

1.4. Scope
This deliverable contains a description of the RISCOSS platform implementation. The contents of the document are limited to
the current status in month 12, the PoC.

1.5. Relation to other deliverables
This deliverable is related to D4.2, the RISCOSS Platform requirements and architectural design. The architectural design
presented here (in more detail) is the one used for the PoC and it may slightly differ form the one presented in D4.2. Also,
for the same reason only some requirements specified in D4.2 are satisfied at this point of the implementation. D1.5 is also
related in the sense that it provides requirements for the platform from the point of view of the analysis techniques and the
scientific approaches. These requirements will be taken into account in the following releases of the RISCOSS Platform in order
to guarantee the correct integration and interoperability of the tools implementing these approaches.
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1.6. Document structure
The document is divided into the following sections: Use cases, Data model, Architectural decisions, Architectural views, and
Tool descriptions. The first two sections give an overview of the platform, the next twos present the architecture, and the last
sections focus on how the platform operate internally.
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2. Use cases
In this section we describe the most important use cases of the RISCOSS platform. 

2.1. Methodology used
The Project Coordinator and the Scientific Manager were working together through daily meetings in some initial scenarios for
the fictitious ACME company. Though this is a fictitious scenario, it has been constructed by following the actual project's use
case needs.

They first produced three scenarios: initial RISCOSS installation, start of new project and occurrence of some risk-related
event. It became clear quite soon that these scenarios have different parts in common. Once the rest of contributors of this
document joined the meetings, the scenarios were converted into use cases and several variants and inclusion relationships were
identified. At the end, in addition to these RISCOSS platform use cases, some other assets have been produced: a conceptual
model for the artifacts involved in the use cases; a conceptual model for the scopes identified in the use cases; a use case
diagram; a use case workflow for the RISCOSS installation scenario; a first sketch of the RISCOSS platform architecture; and a
list of open issues to be discussed probably after the PoC is delivered. All this information is included in this deliverable.

2.2. Scopes
Organizations that use RISCOSS need to determine the scope that they want to put under RISCOSS' supervision. We define
"scope" as one of the entity that can be the target of a risk analysis by using RISCOSS Platform tools. Some organizations
may want to monitor the full business; some others may just want to assess the risks related to the adoption of a particular OSS
component. Scopes could also be related to each other. In the long term, the RISCOSS platform should be able to cover this
entire spectrum.

In the next figure we can see a general view of the concept of scope, its relationships and its specializations. The abstract
concept of scope has at the current moment five different specializations.

Scopes and relationships

These specializations have been identified partly from our knowledge from organizations, partly from the use cases, partly from
the questionnaires that UMM is developing in WP3, and partly from the organisation literature. We define them as follows:

• An organizational unit. Corresponding to the most ambitious case, the organization wants to supervise the complete
portfolio of products built, or processes ran. Also a department may be an organizational unit.

• A (set of) product. We understand for "product" a commercial good commercialized by the company. Note that it does
not necessarily have to be a software product, but of course needs to have some software part.

• A (set of) process or service. Examples of processes can be product manufacturing or product delivering.

• A (set of) project. Projects represent endeavors that have resources assigned for achieving some concrete goal(s). A
project may be adding a new feature to the current release of a component, or making the necessary steps to deploy an in-
house component in an OSS community.

• An (set of) OSS component. Being this the finest-grained case, an organization may be interested just in monitoring
some OSS adopted component. Remarkably, OSS components belong to communities. Transitively, this community is
connected to the projects, processes and products (and of course the full organization) that works with this component.
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2.3. Fundamental platform use cases
The fundamental use cases that have been identified for the RISCOSS platform are:

• Adoption of the RISCOSS platform. An organization decides to adopt the RISCOSS platform. The main purpose of
this use case is to identify the scope of application of the RISCOSS solution, to gather the needed information to set up a
risk management plan (in particular, to determine the key risk indicators), to configure the platform infrastructure to the
organizational needs and to provide an initial risk assessment.

• Change of scope. Every time one such scope is modified (remarkably, when it is created, e.g. a new project starts, a new
OSS component is adopted), it is necessary setting up appropriate risk management for it. 

• Communication of event. As the different projects in the organization evolve, some events may happen that are relevant
to the risk management plans. Some of them will be captured by the platform itself thanks to the technological structure
put in place in the former two use cases (e.g., a community may be detected to be inactive), but some others must be
communicated explicitly (e.g., some worker gets a relevant certification). The purpose of this use case is to allow the user
to communicate this second kind of events.

• Reaction to some key risk indicator violation. As projects evolve and events occur, key risk indicators may be violated.
The use case is expected to be triggered when this happens. Then, risk analysis will be performed to analyze and
eventually solve these situations.

• Risk assessment. Even if no indicator is violated or any significant event is communicated, the user may require
explicitly risk assessment with exploration of alternatives, analysis of indicators, etc. This risk assessment activity may
eventually end up with a change of scope.

In the next figure we can see the RISCOSS platform use cases and its relationships. The fundamental use cases of the
platform (the ones starting with UC) and the auxiliary use cases (the ones reused). 

RISCOSS Platform use cases
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2.3.1. Adoption of the RISCOSS platform

The main challenge to this platform use case is to provide flexibility enough to deal with the diversity of scopes that may
emerge from the presented hierarchy. The use case is designed as to host this diversity, although as already commented we will
restrict the degree of freedom in the PoC and then enlarge the space progressively. Still, we believe that the effort of conceiving
the most generic form of the use case is worthy in order to complete the long-term vision of the platform.

The following is the general structure of the use case:

• Step 1: Install RISCOSS. This step consists of making the necessary steps to make the RISCOSS platform usable in the
organization. It is still pending of discussion if this implies to download some installation file, or just to register in some
site. 

• Step 2: Elicit basic information from organization. A previous step to any treatment is to get all the organizational
information that may be relevant for later analysis. 

• Step 3: Elicit scope of analysis. It is necessary to select a scope in order to start setting up the platform.

• Step 4: Elicit risk-related information for the scope. Using the RISCOSS knowledge base to conduct a dialog with the
user, risks related to the selected scope are elicited. This step should allow the user communicating information that is
not in the RISCOSS knowledge base but that the user considers necessary in this scope. Something to explore is the
connection of this risk-related information with classical topics like e.g. cost estimation (we are currently analyzing the
use of QUELCE [Quelce2011] in this context). This will probably be a hot topic for years 2 and 3.

• Step 5: Set measurement plan for the scope. From the information elicited, a risk plan can be put in place. This risk plan
includes key risk indicators, measurement procedures, time schedule, resources allocated, etc. As before, most of the step
is expected to be conducted based on the RISCOSS knowledge base, complemented with specific needs of the user in
his/her scope. This step is expected to be intertwined with the previous one.

• Step 6: More scopes left? Once a particular scope has been completely analyzed, the user may choose to go into some
other one. The hierarchy of scopes becomes fundamental here.

• Step 7: Assess and mitigate risks. Once all the information and measurement plan has been put in place, an initial risk
assessment may be conducted (we envisage this step as optional). Risks may be analyzed, and what-if questions raised.
On the bases of the previous analysis alternatives and mitigation actions may be put in place. Even the measurement plan
may be updated in the basis of this. 

• Step 8: Update RISCOSS knowledge base. As a final step, the RISCOSS knowledge base can be updated with all the
relevant knowledge collected. This step involves RISCOSS' experts (i.e., RISCOSS' consortium members or certified
professionals).

2.3.2. Change of scope

This Use Case aims at capturing events that can happen inside a scope modifying the current situation. Examples of such events
are: a project under monitoring includes a new OSS component; a community has open a new forum for contributors to upload
suggestions of improvements in new releases; a new project for a product is started.

The following is the general structure of the use case:

• Step 1: Event identification and description. In this step the organization identify the event in the scope either in an
automatic way or through user intervention.

• Step 2: Reconciliation with the current ecosystem representation and risk model description. This step concerns the
updating of the models allowing for an analysis of the impact of the event on the organization and risk structure

• Step 3: Assess and mitigate risks. Risks are analyzed and reassessed. Mitigation actions should also be reconsidered in
the light of the new activities (for example a new project) and resources to be exploited in the mitigation strategies or of
the not availability of activities or resources after the event (e.g., the dismiss of a community forum).

• Step 4: Update RISCOSS knowledge base. As a final step, the RISCOSS knowledge base can be updated with all the
relevant knowledge collected. This step involves RISCOSS' experts (i.e., RISCOSS' consortium members or certified
professionals).
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2.3.3. Communication of event

This use case is designed as to cope with the situation in which the RISCOSS platform is in place and is monitoring an already
defined scope (e.g., the organization, a product or a project).

The following is the general structure of the use case:

• Step 1: Event occurrence awareness. In this step the organization becomes aware that some event related to risk
management has occurred. Most usually we may expect that this event is related to some user-provided measure already
bound to some risk, but it also may be some unexpected / unforeseen (i.e., not modeled) event happens that requires
some action. For the moment, we will focus only in the first case.

• Step 2: Event communication. The occurred event is communicated to the platform using the appropriate forms as part
of a dialog between the user and the platform.

• Step 3: Event reaction. If some risk indicator is violated the platform processes the occurrence and updates appropriately.

• Step 4: Risk analysis. In any case, the user may ask for some risk analysis, similarly to the previous use cases.

2.3.4. Reaction to some key risk indicator violation

The use case is designed as to cope with the situation in which the RISCOSS platform is in place and is monitoring the defined
scope (e.g., the organization, a particular product or project).

The following is the general structure of the use case:

• Step 1: Risk violation communicated. In this step the organization is communicated through the dashboard that some
risk indicator is indicating some unacceptable risk.

• Step 2: Information and analysis of the current situation. This steps aims at summarizing the current situation related to
risk management that may be needed to deal with the violation, via interaction with the user and analysis techniques.

• Step 3: Mitigation action exploration. Alternative reasoning assessment about mitigation actions supported via expert
interaction.

• Step 4: Mitigation action application. Once the actions to apply have been selected, they are applied, changing the
configuration of the scope and the associated risks.

• Step 5: Update of measurement plan. Update the measurement plan to match it with the reconfiguration after
identification of the risks and the mitigation actions.

2.3.5. Risk assessment

The use case is designed as to cope with the situation in which the RISCOSS platform is in place and is monitoring the selected
scope (e.g., the organization, a particular product or project) and the user indicates his/her willingness to perform some risk
analysis step (e.g., to envisage possible critical situations or searching for new opportunities).

The following is the general structure of the use case:

• Step 1: Risk analysis requested. In this step the organization envisages the convenience of making an analysis of the risk
that can be general (all the risks at this time) or focused on a particular scope, goal or asset.

• Step 2: Information and analysis of the current situation. This steps aims at summarizing the current situation related
to risk management that may be needed to deal with the scope, goal or asset, via interaction with the user and analysis
techniques.

• Steps 3, 4 and 5: as the former use case.
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2.4. Use cases implemented in the PoC
All the fundamental use cases are implemented in some degree in the PoC. 

In particular, we have the following remarks for the mentioned use cases:

• Adoption of the RISCOSS platform. Will be limited to a short list of questions to determine the OSS adoption strategy.

• Change of scope. This use case, will be implemented for the creation of the scopes (organization, product, project, and
component). Once a scope is created the platform will create a goal model and a risk model associated to enable the risk
assessment. 

• Communication of event. For this use case, the PoC, is limited to gathering of a reduced set of measurements as an
example of the kind of information that will be managed in RISCOSS for the risk assessment.

• Reaction to some key risk indicator violation. For the PoC, we only envisage the dashboard, a place in the platform
where the user can view the current status of his/her OSS components adoption.

• Risk assessment. For this use case, we will be able to execute a risk analysis over the generated goal and risk models.
The results of this analysis will be published in the dashboard.
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3. Data model
In this section we describe the data model that is used by the RISCOSS platform for storing data and for providing an actual
representation of the abstractions used by all the components that are integrated in the platform. In the previous section
we identified several aspects to be modeled: scopes, goal and risk models, measurements and questionnaires. This section
summarizes them and depicts their most significant relationships in the form of class diagrams. The following subsections
describe each part of the data model.

It's worth to note that the next class diagrams are actually implemented in the code and are part of the RISCOSS Platfrom
API available on the Gitorious code repository (see  http://gitorious.ow2.org/riscoss/riscoss-platform/trees/master/riscoss-
platform-api ). The eu.riscoss.api package contains all the interfaces that are used for implementing tools and the riscoss
platform (e.g., Tool, RISCOSSPlatform and ToolConfigurationProvider). The eu.riscoss.api.model
code package contains all the classes used for modeling data (e.g., Scope, Component, RiskModel, etc.). An updated
version of the documentation for the data model can always be found on the project wiki (see http://riscoss.projects.ow2.org/
xwiki/bin/download/WP4/WebHome/RISCOSSDataModel.png ), and of course its implementation is always available on the
latest version available on the Gitorious repository.

3.1. Scopes
In this part we present classes to define the elements that can be a target of some kind of analysis and that are used to model the
domain we want to analyze. These scopes have been defined in the use cases section. The next figure is the class diagram for
this part of the data model.

Data model: Scopes

3.2. Measurements
In this part we present the classes used to define the results of the analysis performed on some of the elements of a given scope.
Currently the classes in this package are focused on the analysis of OSSComponents. 

The following are the descriptions of the classes that are used by the measurements:

• Measurement is the simplest class that represent a result of a single measurement of a given type (e.g., the number of
commits per day on the code base)

• Indicator is used to provide an abstract, normalized synthesis of the value of one or more measures to a neutral
number (e.g., the level of activity on a code base)

• Tool is the interface that is implemented by every tool that is integrated in the platform.

• ConfigurationProvider is an interface that is used for retrieving in a uniform way the parameters for configuring
a given tool

• RISCOSSPlatform is an interface for accessing to the information stored in the platform (i.e., for retrieving/storing/
updating all the entities defined in this data model) and it is used by the tools in order to perform their job

http://gitorious.ow2.org/riscoss/riscoss-platform/trees/master/riscoss-platform-api
http://gitorious.ow2.org/riscoss/riscoss-platform/trees/master/riscoss-platform-api
http://riscoss.projects.ow2.org/xwiki/bin/download/WP4/WebHome/RISCOSSDataModel.png
http://riscoss.projects.ow2.org/xwiki/bin/download/WP4/WebHome/RISCOSSDataModel.png
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The next figure is the class diagram for this part of the data model.

Data model: Measurements and Tools

3.3. Risk models
In this part we present the classes that are used to define the risk model and the impact model [RISCOSSImpactModel] that
is used by the current analysis tools for performing risk analysis. Currently a big part of this model is expressed using classes
that are not directly accessible by the platform (i.e., the classes in the gray rectangle). These classes are used internally by the
tool or are used to build the actual input of the tool, however they have not a direct correspondence with the entities available
and accessible by using the RISCOSS Platform. In the long term these classes will become also part of the data model and will
allow the RISCOSS Platform to directly manipulate them. The next figure is the class diagram for this part of the data model.

Data model: Risk model

3.4. Goal models
In this part we present the class used to define a goal model [RISCOSSGoalModel] that is used in risk analysis. We will have
instances of this class that will be patterns and other instances that will be the actual goal models of each scope. In the future
these two kinds of goal models may be separated into two different classes. The next figure is the class diagram for this part of
the data model.

Data model: Goal model

3.4.1. Goal Model format

Goal models are stored in XML using istarML format. The following table contains some general information regarding this
format. More details can be found in the iStarML Reference Guide [Cares2007].

http://www.essi.upc.edu/ccares/papers/istarmlRefGuide.pdf
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 Tag Goal model element 

<diagram> Contains the entire model (root element).

<actor> Contains all the elements related to this actor. It must be inside a <diagram> element.

<actorLink> Contains the information about a link. It must be inside an <actor> element. 

<boundary> Contains all the internal intentional elements inside an actor. It must be inside an <actor> element.

<ielement> Contains the information about an intentional element (IE). This element can be found inside a <boundary> element
(internal IE) or inside the <diagram> element (dependum).

<ielementLink> Contains the information regarding a IE decomposition (means-end, decomposition or contribution). It must be inside an
<ielement> element included in a <boundary> element (internal IE). 

<dependency> Contains the information regarding a dependency. It must be inside a <ielement> element not included in the <diagram>
elmement (dependum).

<depender> Contains the information regarding the depender in a dependency. It must be inside a <dependency> element. 

<dependee> Contains the information regarding the dependee in a dependency. It must be inside a <dependency> element.

In order to manage the model changes, required by the goal model patterns, some new attributes have been defined in
addition to the defined in the iStarML. The following table contains the information needed to configure one pattern in order to
specify operations and questions related to the goal model elements. 

Attribute Description Elements  Values iStarML

 id Identifies the goal model
element. 

 all    Yes

 name Gives a name for the
element.

<diagram>
<actor>
<ielement>

   Yes

 type Gives information about
the element type.

<actor> agent, role, position,
none

 Yes

     <actorLink> is_part_of, is_a,
instance_of, plays,
covers, occupies

 Yes

     <ielement> goal, softgoal, task,
resource

 Yes

     <ielementLink> means-end,
decomposition,contribution

 Yes

 aref Identifies an <actor>
element. It is used to
reference an actor that
is already defined in the
model.

<depender>
<dependee>

   Yes

 iref  Identifies a <ielement>
element. It is used to
reference an intentional
element that is already
defined in the model.

<ielement>
<depender>
<dependee>

   Yes

 op Operation to be applied
over the element.

<actor>  refine  No

     <ielement>  refine, pattern  No

     <ielementLink>  choose  No
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 question Question associated to
the element. Operations
refine and choose always
have an associated
question. The operation
pattern do not.

<actor>
<ielement><ielementLink>

question identifier to get
the question from the
platform

 No

The following table explains how the operations are related to the questions.

 Operation  Behavior 

 refine • If the attribute name contains the text #QUESTION#, the answer to the associated question replaces only this
text.

• If the attribute name does not contain the text #QUESTION#, the answer to the associated question is the new
value for this attribute.

 choose The answers to the associated question are the list of element identifiers that are kept in the model 

 pattern  No associated question. This operation is applied over the kept element after applying the operation choose. 

3.5. Questionnaires
In this part we present the classes that are used for asking user for input [RISCOSS-UMM]. For the PoC, we have defined
some basic types of questions: free text, numerical, choice, and multi-choice. We also allow that some of these questions can be
mandatory and others optional. Questions are grouped into questionnaires.

The next figure is the class diagram for this part of the data model.

Data model: Questionnaires
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4. Architectural decisions
In this section we summarize the most important Architectural Decisions (AD) made during the design of the PoC. Most of
these decisions are to be kept in the next version, but some may change in the future if it is needed. 

The decisions can be classified in the following groups: 

• ADs related to data and storage

• ADs related to extensibility of the platform

• ADs related to concurrence

• ADs related to user interface

• ADs related to the selection of architectural styles and design patterns

• ADs related to the development environment

• ADs related to gathering measurements

For the description of ADs we use a template based on several works published about documenting ADs [Heesch2012],
[Tang2007], [Babar2006], [Tyree2005]. The specification guide has been slightly adapted to be uniform with the requirements
template, and to the necessities of RISCOSS project. RISCOSS ADs template contains the following information:

 Label  Optionality Description

AD ID Mandatory Is generated by the wiki, you only need to provide the partner. The ID Must be unique for each
architectural decision, and should have the format “D-PPP_NNNN”, where D is the character
‘D’ to identify it as an ID of a decision, PPP is a three character ID of the partner that created the
architectural decision (see the list of partners), and NNNN is the number of the decision starting from
0001. An example of architectural decision ID would look like “D-XWI_0001”.

Status Mandatory One of these values: idea, proposed, accepted, discarded. The ideas are just architectural decisions
that have a brief description, once proposed the architectural decisions should be compliant with the
rest of this specification guide. Then, the architectural decisions may be accepted or discarded by the
RISCOSS consortium (e.g., after a meeting about the platform architecture).

Related
decisions

Optional If the decision is related with other decisions it must be indicated here.

Problem/issue Mandatory The circumstances under which the architect felt the need to make a decision among one or more
alternatives. In other words, the issue addressed by the decision. For example, "the system needs a web
server".

Decision Mandatory The outcome of the decision, the solution to the problem. For example, "use Apache as web server".

Justification Mandatory The reason why the chosen decision was selected. For example, "Apache is OSS and has better support
that other alternatives".

Alternatives Optional The alternative solutions considered when making the decision. Also, the reason why each alternative
was discarded can be commented here. For example, "IIS was discarded because is closed source, and
had many security issues in the past".

Assumptions Optional Did you made any new assumption about the system or the product while making this decision? For
example, "The system will have a dedicated web server".

Constraints Optional Additional constraints imposed by the chosen decision. For example, "the application servers shall be
compatible with Apache".

Tradeoffs Optional Which quality attributes are affected by the decision made (positively or negatively). Use the attribute
names listed in the ISO/IEC 25010. For example, "the performance efficiency is improved and the
security is damaged".

Risks Optional There is any foreseen risk for the decision made? For example, "The project might be delayed due to
Apache configuration issues".

http://riscoss.ow2.org/xwiki/bin/view/WP4/Partners
http://riscoss.ow2.org/xwiki/bin/view/WP4/NFR_classification
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History Mandatory Here the changes and evolution of the architectural decisions must be made explicit for traceability.

4.1. Data and storage
Decision D_FBK_0001:

 Status    Accepted 

 Issue  Being able to link risk models and goal models

 Assumptions  We suppose that being XML based modeling languages it will be easy to link both using a third XML modeling language

 Decision  Define a third independent model with the links between both models

 Related
decisions 

[]

 Justification  With this decision we decouple the modeling languages from the problem

 Constraints  We need to use the IStarML and the Risk model language provided by FBK

 Tradeoffs  We improve the reusability of existing ML.

 Risks  We need to maintain a third type of model.

 Alternatives  Modify the risk or the goal model language to include links to the other model

Decision D_XWI_0001:

 Status    Accepted 

 Issue  Data storage layout

 Assumptions  We assume that the DBMS of the XWiki will manage succesfully the amount of data produced and needed by RISCOSS.

 Decision  All the RISCOSS Platform related data will be stored inside XWiki. This means that data related to the entities of the
RISCOSS data model that are used and needed by the different tools cooperating for producing analysis results will be
managed by XWiki at the storage level.

 Related
decisions 

[]

 Justification  Using XWiki as a centralized location where to store data will facilitate the communication and cooperation of the tools
participating in producing risk analysis results. It will also facilitate the implementation of the user interface, because data
needed for displaying data will be available right away.

This is something pertaining the data related to the knowledge base of the RISCOSS Platform. Integrated tools might
use their own storage for performing their computation but they need to store data that is relevant for enriching the
RISCOSS knowledge base in the main storage managed by XWiki.

 Constraints  All data related to the knowledge base has to go through the RISCOSS platform managed by XWiki

 Tradeoffs  We increase the complexity of managing a distributed system with distributed data.

 Risks  This approach may not be suitable if a lot of data is generated for the knowledge base. We might have problems if huge
amount of data is stored in the knowledge base. This is a low risk because entities in the data model are not supposed to
scale to millions of entities. A potential issue could be related to measurements when tools are producing a lot of them.
In this case we might switch to another type of storage management only for this kind of entity.

 Alternatives  Having a distributed knowledge base where each tool is responsible of managing its part (e.g., external files for models,
results, etc.)
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Decision D_XWI_0002:

 Status    Proposed 

 Issue  Being able to store the measurements in the XWiki database

 Assumptions  We suppose that the measurements will be stored in XWiki

 Decision  Use a particular setup for storing this kind of information because there could be potentially a lot of it produced by
measurement tools that are completely integrated with the RISCOSS Platform.

 Related
decisions 

[ArchitecturalDecisions.D_XWI_0001]

 Justification  Currently measurements are part of the RISCOSS Knowledge base and can be directly used by other tools for
performing further processing.

 Constraints 

 Tradeoffs 

 Risks  Having this information stored on the same place as other data might slow down normal operations if tools are
processing this data heavily and if there is a huge amount of measurements that needs to be kept.

 Alternatives  Store measurements elsewhere (e.g., in a separate storage managed by the tool producing the measurements)

Decision D_UPC_0002:

 Status    Accepted 

 Issue  Find a way to store goal models

 Assumptions  We do not need to deal with the models as independent files

 Decision  Store the goal models as XML streams in the RISCOSS platform

 Related
decisions 

[ArchitecturalDecisions.D_XWI_0001]

 Justification  We opted to store everything the XWiki as a principle

 Constraints  None

 Tradeoffs  We increase the unification of the knowledge of the RISCOSS platform and avoid the spread of knowledge

 Risks  We may go into performance issues if we store too much data in the RISCOSS platform

 Alternatives  Have XML files somewhere
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4.2. Extensibility
Decision D_XWI_0003:

 Status    Accepted 

 Issue  In the future we may want to implement the RISCOSS Platform using another technology.

 Assumptions  We assume that we will only need the domain and tools to make the transition to another platform

 Decision  The domain model, RISCOSS Platform services and the external tools used are mostly decoupled from the XWiki
platform. There are clear interfaces that defines all the low level services and that can be implemented on top of other
systems.

 Related
decisions 

[]

 Justification  Have a decoupled architecture will allow an easy transition to a different platform

 Constraints  None

 Tradeoffs 

 Risks  We may still have other unexpected difficulties if we decide to implement the RISCOSS Platform on a different
technology

 Alternatives  Tightly couple the RISCOSS Platform implementation to the XWiki Platform.

Decision D_XWI_0004:

 Status    Accepted 

 Issue  There are many different external tools that need to be integrated in the platform

 Assumptions  We assume that this approach will work for every tool.

 Decision  Produce a factory and an abstraction of "tool" to manage this diversity.

 Related
decisions 

[]

 Justification  In this way we can isolate the platform from the specific code of each tool. This allows for future extensibility. Tool
providers are required to provide either a full implementation of their tools that conforms to this interface, or to just
provide a stub that is able to communicate with the external tool wherever it is deployed. This allows the maximum
flexibility in the implementation for the tool integration while leaving the control of the tool lifecycle to the RISCOSS
Platform.

 Constraints  Tool providers must conform to the interfaces provided by the RISCOSS Platform

 Tradeoffs  We impose a structure to the tool provider for developing a tool that will work with the platform.

 Risks  Sometimes in the future we might find some class of tools that need more information with respect to that that can be
provided via the current interfaces.

 Alternatives  Expose API of the which external tools can call for storing its data. However this approach would mean that tools are
independent and are not directly controllable from the RISCOSS Platform in term of configuration and execution.
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4.3. Concurrence
Decision D_XWI_0005:

 Status    Proposed 

 Issue  Manage concurrence with the external tools

 Assumptions  We assume that tool developers will produce thread safe code.

 Decision  We decided to leave the responsibility of making a thread safe solution to the tool implementer

 Related
decisions 

[ArchitecturalDecisions.D_XWI_0004]

 Justification  The diversity of tools would make too complicated constrain this aspect (e.g., some need to be singleton)

 Constraints  Is expected that tools do not abuse of this flexibility

 Tradeoffs  We improve flexibility but we decrease reliability

 Risks  Using some tool implementation may lead to unstable platform

 Alternatives  Produce the tools through the RISCOSS platform, ensuring that only one thread is used per tool

4.4. User interface
Decision D_XWI_0006:

 Status    Proposed 

 Issue  Provide a way for tools to ask for user input.

 Assumptions  The questions and answers will be stored and linked to a particular scope.

 Decision  User input will be asked via questions that will be presented to the user via the user interface.
Any tool can register questions and associate them to a given scope. These question will be shown when some conditions
are triggered (e.g., when the user visit a given page)

 Related
decisions 

[ArchitecturalDecisions.D_XWI_0007]

 Justification  This solution is generic and valid for all kinds of questions (measure requests, questions related to goal models, etc)

 Constraints  Questions must be registered against the a predefined set of scopes and triggers.

 Tradeoffs  We provide a system wide solution for asking questions to the user. Improves maintainability and extensibility

 Risks 

 Alternatives  Put the question asking logic inside the tool implementation making it tightly coupled with the user interface.
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4.5. Architectural styles and design patterns
Decision D_XWI_0009:

 Status    Accepted 

 Issue  Define a main architectural style

 Assumptions  None

 Decision  We use the blackboard style

 Related
decisions 

[]

 Justification  We have a lot of independent agents that use the knowledge base to consume and produce information incrementally in
order to achieve the goal of having a risk analysis

 Constraints  None

 Tradeoffs  This style has been used for similar contexts

 Risks  Synchronization components using this blackboard could pose some issues.

 Alternatives  Message bus style

Decision D_UPC_0003:

 Status    Accepted 

 Issue  Select a design pattern to manage questions

 Assumptions  The questionnaires answers need to be processed in some way.

 Decision  We will use the listener pattern in other to register a questionnaire and process the answers

 Related
decisions 

[]

 Justification  The Listener approach is flexible and will allow a better evolution of the questionnaires

 Constraints  The platform shall call to the listener when the questions are answered

 Tradeoffs  We may have different types of treatments for questions that will be different listeners

 Risks  We may have some thread issues if things get too complicated

 Alternatives  Use the poller pattern where the tools have to check for answers once in a while.
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4.6. Development environment
Decision D_XWI_0010:

 Status    Accepted 

 Issue  Have a testing environment for integration purposes

 Assumptions  We assume that we do not need UI for testing purposes

 Decision  Have a standalone version of the platform separated from the UI

 Related
decisions 

[]

 Justification  In this way we speed up the development cycles

 Constraints  None

 Tradeoffs  Increase the testing speed, results are less reliable

 Risks  We may find new problems when we integrate all to the real platform

 Alternatives  Continue integration in the final platform

4.7. Measurements
Decision D_UPC_0001:

 Status    Accepted 

 Issue  Perform the automatic measurements

 Assumptions  There are no time constraints for performing the automatic measurements

 Decision  Perform manual measurements by gathering all the data

 Related
decisions 

[]

 Justification  SALMon integration will requirement more time than the available for the PoC

 Constraints  Development time constraints

 Tradeoffs  We increase the development speed but the solution will not be reused in the next version

 Risks  Performing the gathering of all measurements each time may affect to the performance of the platform

 Alternatives  Try to integrate SALMon
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Decision D_XWI_0008:

 Status    Accepted 

 Issue  Select a method to perform the measurements

 Assumptions  None

 Decision  The measurements shall be asynchronous

 Related
decisions 

[ArchitecturalDecisions.D_UPC_0001]

 Justification  Since measurement could be a lengthy process, handling in in an asynchronous way will not impact the responsiveness of
the RISCOSS platform.

 Constraints  None

 Tradeoffs  The platform will be less dependent on the measured data

 Risks  Difficulty in synchronising different processes.

 Alternatives  Synchronous measurements
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5. Architectural views
In this section we show several architectural views to detail the structure of the current state of the RISCOSS Platform.

5.1. Architectural overview
This section highlights the main components and data repositories/sources identified so far in the RISCOSS platform
architecture.

At the center of the diagram we may find the RISCOSS platform core, implemented using the XWiki platform. The core
basically covers three responsibilities:

• Offer an interface to the user for dialoguing with the RISCOSS platform. As such, the platform core is envisaged to offer
and organize the required forms and dashboards, maintain documents, and support, as a wiki tool, collaborative work as
needed.

• Integrate other tools that perform functionalities required by the platform. The platform core is the umbrella that will
coordinate these tools and use their results to feed the interface.

• Manage the reusable knowledge of the platform (the RISCOSS knowledge base), namely the patterns for goal and risk
models, and connections to risk indicators and data sources.

RISCOSS platform core coordinates three families of tools:

• Goal model and risk model tools. These are tools needed to manage and reason with these types of models.

• Measuring and monitoring tools. This tool will measure risk indicators and feed XWiki with the obtained values, and
also will detect and communicate anomalous situations from the risk management point of view.

• Estimation cost tools. We envisage in the mid-term to bind risks to project cost estimations, probably using QUELCE
[Quelce2011] as underlying technique. These components would be in charge to manage this connection. This part is to
be developed after the PoC. 

The following figure provides an overview of the envisaged architecture.

Architectural overview
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5.2. Development view
The following figure shows a component-oriented view that highlights the main type of components present in the RISCOSS
platform and how they are interconnected together.

RISCOSS Platform component diagram

The RISCOSSPlatform-XWiki component is the component that implements the RISCOSSPlatform API by using the APIs
provided by XWiki. This means that this component provides all the business logic for operating the RISCOSS Platform on top
of the XWiki Platform. It requires a component that implements the XWiki API which is, of course, the XWiki Platform itself.

The RISCOSSPlatform-XWiki requires some tools implementing the Tool API in order to perform the actual analysis.
In particular these tools are the way for extending the RISCOSS Platform with new capabilities such as, the production
of new types of measurements and indicators on the state of an entity in a given scope (e.g., an OSS Component) that can
be fed to risk analysis tools, or even new risk analysis tools that can implement new an updated versions of the RISCOSS
methodology. The Tool API is very generic in its definition and allows for the implementation of different kinds of tools (see
http://gitorious.ow2.org/riscoss/riscoss-platform/blobs/master/riscoss-platform-api/src/main/java/eu/riscoss/api/Tool.java )

A Tool component, on the other hand, provides the Tool API interface and requires the ToolConfigurationProvider API
interface. This allows the tool to ask, in a standard way, configuration parameters that might be needed for its initialization. This
is the case, for example, of those tools that implement a wrapper that delegates the real job to an external entity that is available
somewhere (e.g., an executable that can be run on the same machine or a remote server providing the service via an API). In
this case the ToolConfigurationProvider can be used to communicate to the Tool component where the external entity is located.

The ToolConfigurationProvider API is provided by the implementation of the RISCOSS Platform, in this case the
RISCOSSPlatform-XWiki.

A concrete example of this mechanism is present in the riscoss-tools-git-measurements which is able to
analyse an OSS Component code base and produce some information about the activity. This tool needs to know where the
git executable is located. The ToolConfigurationProvider API is used for this purpose ( see http://gitorious.ow2.org/riscoss/
riscoss-platform/blobs/master/riscoss-platform-tools/riscoss-platform-tools-git-measurements/src/main/java/eu/riscoss/tools/
GitMeasurementsToolFactory.java#line112 ). The riscoss-tools-git-measurements will be described in detail in
the following sections.

The RISCOSSPlatform-XWiki component is then responsible to manage the persistence and retrieval of this information.
This will be managed using the XWiki Platform that will store this information and that will also provide a dedicated UI for
manipulating it. 

The RISCOSSPlatform implementation is made available to the XWiki Platform via a component implementing the
ScriptService API. This component will expose the relevant methods of the RISCOSSPlatform API to the UI component of the
XWiki Platform. This means that the UI component will be able to invoke the functionalities of the RISCOSS Platform in order
to provide to the end user a user interface through which interact with it. The user interface will be also used to show the status
and the results of the analysis performed, and the content of the collected information (i.e., the RISCOSS Knowledge base).

Finally the Storage component will provide the means for actually storing data persistently. This component will be some a
standard DBMS that supports the JDBC API (e.g., MySQL, Postgres, Oracle, etc.)

http://gitorious.ow2.org/riscoss/riscoss-platform/blobs/master/riscoss-platform-api/src/main/java/eu/riscoss/api/Tool.java
http://gitorious.ow2.org/riscoss/riscoss-platform/blobs/master/riscoss-platform-tools/riscoss-platform-tools-git-measurements/src/main/java/eu/riscoss/tools/GitMeasurementsToolFactory.java#line112
http://gitorious.ow2.org/riscoss/riscoss-platform/blobs/master/riscoss-platform-tools/riscoss-platform-tools-git-measurements/src/main/java/eu/riscoss/tools/GitMeasurementsToolFactory.java#line112
http://gitorious.ow2.org/riscoss/riscoss-platform/blobs/master/riscoss-platform-tools/riscoss-platform-tools-git-measurements/src/main/java/eu/riscoss/tools/GitMeasurementsToolFactory.java#line112
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5.2.1. Implementation

The component view and the data model of the RISCOSS Platform architecture described in the previous sections are realized
through a modular system that is implemented in the RISCOSS Platform code repository (see http://gitorious.ow2.org/riscoss/
riscoss-platform/trees/master )

The defined modules are the following:

• riscoss-platform-api: this module provides all the abstractions in terms of interfaces and data entities that are
available in the RISCOSS Platform. In particular all the APIs that are required/provided by the different components are
defined in this module (e.g. http://gitorious.ow2.org/riscoss/riscoss-platform/blobs/master/riscoss-platform-api/src/main/
java/eu/riscoss/api/RISCOSSPlatform.java )

• riscoss-platform-core: this module is an implementation of the RISCOSS Platform based on the Hibernate
ORM (see http://www.hibernate.org ). This module is going to disappear at some point and completely replaced by the
specific implementations for a given target platform (e.g, XWiki)

• riscoss-tools: this module contains several submodules each one providing the implementation of a tool that is
made available to the RISCOSS Platform.

• riscoss-platform-xwiki: this module provides the implementation of the RISCOSS Platform based on
the XWiki Platform. Currently it provides the Hibernate manager to the riscoss-platform-core, and an
implementation of the ToolConfigurationProvider API that stores configuration data using XWiki abstractions.

• riscoss-platform-ui: this module contains the implementation of the UI of the RISCOSS platform. It defines
all the view logic for presenting data to the user and for displaying the user interface through which the user can interact
with the underlying RISCOSS Platform.

• riscoss-platform-war: this module provides the XWiki platform with all the components coming the RISCOSS
Platform. This module, finally, constitutes the deployable web-application artifact the implements the RISCOSS Platform.

• riscoss-platform-distribution: this module is used to provide a fully packaged, ready to install and run
version of the RISCOSS Platform that uses the Jetty application server ( see http://www.eclipse.org/jetty ) and the
HSQLDB embedded database (see http://hsqldb.org ). This module is very useful for having a version of the RISCOSS
Platform that can be easily deployed and tested even on a local machine, without having to setup complex deployment
schemes on remote servers.

• riscoss-platform-standalone: this module is an alternative implementation of the RISCOSS Platform that
doesn't make use of the XWiki platform and, thus, it doesn't provide any UI. It has been created in order to facilitate
the development and testing of the RISCOSS Platform components. This module is not meant to be used in the final
RISCOSS Platform but it's just a facility that has been introduced in order to reduce the time needed for each compile/
run/test cycle. This module also allows the developer to efficiently write integration tests (that don't require to explicitly
test the UI) in order to assess the all the tools are well integrated in the platform and that they are working well together.
The following picture shows the component diagram where the riscoss-platform-standalone implementation
is used:

RISCOSS Standalone Platform component diagram

http://gitorious.ow2.org/riscoss/riscoss-platform/trees/master
http://gitorious.ow2.org/riscoss/riscoss-platform/trees/master
http://gitorious.ow2.org/riscoss/riscoss-platform/blobs/master/riscoss-platform-api/src/main/java/eu/riscoss/api/RISCOSSPlatform.java
http://gitorious.ow2.org/riscoss/riscoss-platform/blobs/master/riscoss-platform-api/src/main/java/eu/riscoss/api/RISCOSSPlatform.java
http://www.hibernate.org
http://www.eclipse.org/jetty
http://hsqldb.org
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5.3. Development workflow
The actual development is done using a well defined process that has been in partly taken from the one that is used by the
XWiki community for developing XWiki itself. This process makes use of the following principles:

• Repeateable builds. It is important the way the software is built should be reproducible in a deterministic way, no matter
who is building the software and on which system it is currently built. This means that all the dependencies that the
software needs, and all the steps that are needed to actually produce the output artifacts must be clearly defined. We use
Maven in order to guarantee that ( see http://maven.apache.org ). This tool allows us to declaratively describe the way
the software is built and what are their dependency. So the developer is forced to write this declarative specification for
any requirement she needs. By having a clear definition of how to build the software we can automated it and ensure that
everyone will build the software in the exact same way. This removes a big class of bugs deriving from the fact of having
"build instructions" that must be executed manually because they can be incomplete (a developer forgetting to update the
documentation) and error prone (a developer misreading the documentation). Having an automatized build also gives
some other benefits:

• Automated testing. Maven can be used also to run the tests that are written for the software. This allows to check
that the improvements to the software don't break anything (provided that there are enough tests) because the
build would fail if the tests don't pass. Testing the software becomes thus an important part of the development
process.

• Continuous integration. The software can be continuously built using a continuous integration server that
will check periodically that the software is in a good shape and that everything is fine, according to the build
specification. It can generate notifications in case something has been broken by sending alert emails to developers
in case there are some problems with the build (e.g., a test is failing or there are missing dependencies or
compilation errors)

• Enforcement of development rules. Maven provides several plugins for enforcing specific rules on the software
development process. For example, it can be used to check that the style of the code is conform to the coding
style for the project, that there are no API breakage, and so on. By putting these enforcements in the project
specification we can increase the quality of the produced software artifacts.

• A well defined code workflow. Software is developed collaboratively and we must define some rules in order to have a
clear workflow for incorporating contributions to the public code base that is available to everyone willing to rebuild and
test the code. In order to do so we use the Git version control system ( see http://git-scm.com/ ). Git is distributed and
allows very different collaboration patterns that we won't describe here. What we adopted is the following:

• There is a main official repository that is available as the authoritative source of the RISCOSS Platform which is
located here: http://gitorious.ow2.org/riscoss/riscoss-platform

• Developer willing to work on the RISCOSS Platform will create a public clone of the main RISCOSS Platform
where they will publish the patches, and a local clone on their computer where they work on a daily basis.

• Commits on the local copy will be kept locally until they reach a "stable" state. At this point they are published
on the developer public clone and packaged in a "merge request" to the main repository. In this way they become
public and can be reviewed by other developers before being actually merged.

• If the "merge request" contains correct and validated code, it will be merged into the main RISCOSS Platform
repository becoming part of the standard RISCOSS Platform. Otherwise several iteration are done on the "merge
request" in order to solve potential issues.

This process enables an agile way of making the RISCOSS Platform evolve by using rapid iterations and prototyping, while
leaving developers the freedom to experiment. Documentation for the process can be found on the project's wiki: http://
riscoss.projects.ow2.org/xwiki/bin/view/WP4/DevelopmentWorkflow

A continuous integration server is also available at the following address: http://bamboo.ow2.org/browse/RISCOSS-
PLATFORM/

http://maven.apache.org
http://git-scm.com/
http://gitorious.ow2.org/riscoss/riscoss-platform
http://riscoss.projects.ow2.org/xwiki/bin/view/WP4/DevelopmentWorkflow
http://riscoss.projects.ow2.org/xwiki/bin/view/WP4/DevelopmentWorkflow
http://bamboo.ow2.org/browse/RISCOSS-PLATFORM/
http://bamboo.ow2.org/browse/RISCOSS-PLATFORM/
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5.4. Deployment options
Being the RISCOSS platform a web-based application, the components and services that can be deployed are the usual ones:
Web server, the Application server, and the Database Management System (DBMS). Also, in the case of RISCOSS platform we
can also distribute the tools. These deployment patterns are very relevant for the exploitation models that are being discussed
because they give interesting alternatives for providing end-user services for the RISCOSS Platform.

The deployment options are the same we may found for most web-based applications and they are already supported in the
current state of the PoC:

• Single Server: With this configuration all the components will reside in the same physical place/server.

• DBMS separate: This is a common option for deployments that require extra security (e.g., adding a firewall between
the web server and the DBMS, or in cases were the DBMS is a shared service.

• Web server and DBMS separated: This is common in large systems that require load balance. In these cases they
normally have one or more of the components replicated. We do not think that this will be a common option for the
RISCOSS platform.

The following figure depicts the three options.

RISCOSS Platform deployment

More interestingly, as we mention before, the RISCOSS platform can run tools on external servers. So we can have a
deployment as the one depicted in the following figure.
 

RISCOSS Platform Tools deployment
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6. Tool descriptions
In this section we describe all the tools that have been implemented for the PoC by providing a general description and the way
that it is expected to be used.

6.1. Goal models tool
The aim of this tool is managing general models (patterns) in order to achieve a concrete goal model that describes a given
scope. The construction of a particular scope model is guided by the answers provided by the user. This tool is connected to the
RISCOSS platform through: 

• Patterns: General models that will be combined in order to obtain the concrete model for a concrete scope.

• Questions: The answers guide the composition of patterns to obtain the concrete model associated to an scope. 

• Scopes: Each scope has associated only one goal model.

The goal models use i* language, represented as a XML text using iStarML (the i* Mark-up Language) [Cares2007]. The
goal model elements are connected to questions and operations, the answer's interpretation depends on the kind of operation
applied over the element.

In order to achieve the scope goal model, the operations than can be applied over the patterns are:

• Element refinement: Each goal model element can be instantiated changing its name (actors and intentional elements).
The name can be changed completely or partially.

• Choosing an element decomposition: When a goal model element has some kind of decomposition (means-end, task-
decomposition or contribution link). The model can be instantiated removing some elements from the decomposition.

• Applying a pattern: The pattern is merged with the scope model. This merge will be guided by goal element identifiers
(attribute 'id'). This operation does not have any question associated. This operation is applied after applying a choosing
operation.

6.1.1. How to use the tool

Note: After the PoC these constraints and prerequisites may be relaxed. 

Constraints:

• ONE tool manages only ONE scope model.

• Only ONE operation can be applied over ONE model element.

• Only ONE question can be associated to ONE model element.

• ONE question can be used by MULTIPLE model elements (actors, intentional elements and intentional element links).

Prerequisites:

• Models should be correct (syntactic and semantic). 

• Patterns should be loaded in the RISCOSS Platform.

• Questions should be loaded in the RISCOSS Platform.

Results: Given a set of answers, associated to a specific question, the goal model tool applies the answers changing the scope
model and generating a set of pending questions that should be answered in order to complete the process to get the complete
scope model instantiation. If the set of pending questions is empty means that the scope model does not need any changes to be
complete. 

The specific procedure for this tool, besides the constructor and the execute function, is:

• questionnaireAnswered: procedure responsible to process the changes associated to the questions answered and register a
new questionnaire with other questions (if needed).

These are the steps in order to use the tool:

http://www.upc.edu/gessi/istarml/
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1. Create the tool using the tool id 'goalmodels'.

2. Execute the tool passing as a parameter the scope. This execution will load the model associated to the scope and register
a questionnaire including the first set of pending questions (if there is pending operations to be applied).

3. Meanwhile there is any questionnaire registered:
1. Ask the questions to the platform. The platform will ask to the user if the information is not already registered.

2. Submit the answers to the platform. The platform will call to the tool in order to process this answers and the tool
will register a new questionnaire (if is needed).

The following figure, shows the sequence diagram specifying the concrete classes and calls. 

Goal model tool sequence diagram

Note: The platform not always asks the questions to the user. There is the special case that the platform already has the answer,
in this case this question is not asked and the known answers are used in the questionnaireAnswered call. See the next section for
details on the sequence diagrams.
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6.2. Risk analysis tool
Risk assessment is performed by means of the Risk Assessment Tool described in details in the deliverable D2.2.

Risk Assessment Tool adopts a declarative way of specifying the constraints, and allows the analyst to specify alternative
values for the input variables, negations and disjunctions. Moreover this framework gives the possibility to evaluate, retrieve, and
filter a set of possible solutions (models) via the specification of desired properties and soft constraints.

The Risk Assessment Tool is based on two basic modules: the "Risk tool" and the "Reasoning engine".

The Risk tool, transforms a RISCOSS risk model specified via the risk modeling language described in the deliverable D2.2
into its encoded version into ground formulae (without variables and logical quantifiers).

The risk reasoning engine has two algorithms implemented:

• DLV reasoning engine. DLV extends disjunctive Datalog to also support weak constraints, priorities for their
satisfaction, and costs for their violation. These mechanism have been used in this work to represent the preferences
on the satisfaction value of pairs/group of situations (coded as weak constraints and priorities on them), and to have
an evaluation of the costs to be paid for the set of violated preferences. The search techniques and heuristics used by
DLV are backward search — via SAT based algorithms — and advanced pruning operators, for model generation, and
innovative techniques for answer-set checking. DLV generates a complete set of models produced by the set of predicates
and assignments to the variables or a pruned set of models that depend on input preferences. These features allow for the
pruning of alternatives in accordance with preferences. Given assumptions also contribute to this pruning.

• Graph labeling propagation. We use label propagation to evaluate risk evidence, starting from known indicators of
situations. Risk evaluation is performed be means of quantitative label propagation. RISCOSS risk models are translated
into label graphs. Weights are assigned to relations, and an initial assignment is provided to graph nodes.

The reasoning engines use data that can be retrieved via statistical analysis of the domain and, in particular, of the OSS
communities.

The RISCOSS Analytics approach consists of:

1. Automatic tracking of data from OSS communities including the dynamics of the communities social networks and bug
data behavior.

2. Using a scenario based analysis to map the tracked data to risk indicators. These scenarios are being evaluated in
specially designed tactical level workshops (see documents RISCOSS Strategic Workshop Intro v2 and RISCOSS
Tactical Workshop Intro v3).

3. Using scenarios to map risk indicators to business risks. This is performed through questionnaires and/or in strategic level
workshops.

4. The data collected in the tactical level and strategic level workshops is then integrated using Bayesian Networks which
creates a decision support engine for a comprehensive operational risk management system handling OSS related issues.
In creating the Bayesian Network a mixture of export determined and data determined links between variables are
established. The basic approach is to show to experts the network learned from the data and offer them the opportunity to
change and adapt it to match their experience.

The statistical analysis of RISCOSS information builds on a three layers approach. At the bottom layer we find data collected
automatically from OSS communities. This data is translated into risk indicators which serve as predictors of business risks.

The community data gathered from the community data sources and the community risk metrics computed are linked to the
risk indicators and the community risk indicators by Bayesian Networks with an applications of GeNie using data generated
by experts rating various scenarios. The figure below represents a Bayesian Network linking various data variables with the
Activeness risk indicator.

The example Bayesian Network was created on the basis of 50 scenarios generated based on random numbers. It depicts
the relationship network pertaining to layer II risk indicator 'Activeness'. Base line values shows an almost even distribution
of activeness levels amongst its 5 possible state levels, 21%, 20%, 20%, 20% and 19%. Risk indicator 'Activeness' is directly
impacted by three variables, Community size, number of developers and number of testers. Note that community size and
number of testers also affect number of developers. Thus, activeness is directly and indirectly affected by a local network of
three variables, community size, number of developers and number of testers. This is one example the analysis method used to
establish risk levels and the impact from risk indicators.
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Bayesian network

6.2.1. How to use the tool

Here we describe the interaction between the Analyst and the Risk Tool as described in the sequence diagrams in the following
figures.

Using tool and its custom input language, the analyst can provide:

• a set of preferences between pairs or groups of situations; 

• a set of assumptions — i.e., truth values of some situations that are known or hypothesized to be true or false. The truth
values can be extracted via the RISCOSS analytics described before;

• a query about risks. 

A RISCOSS model of the situations and events is then added to this specification of the risk identification problem.
In the case of use of the DLV engine, the whole input is converted by the tool into a disjunctive Datalog program. Situations and
risk events are mapped onto Datalog facts, while relations are mapped onto deduction rules. Moreover, the RISCOSS model is
encoded via ground formulae (without variables and logical quantifiers). The disjunctive Datalog model is then passed to the
DLV reasoning engine. After the computation, the output of DLV is parsed by the tool that presents it to the user in the form of
a report specifying the truth value of the situations in the model and their respective risk related values.

In the case of use of graph label propagation technique, the specification is passed to the graph label propagation algorithm.
Similarly as before, after the computation, the output is parsed by the tool that presents it to the user in the form of a report
specifying the truth value of the situations in the model and their respective risk related values.
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Sequence diagram of the interaction between the Analyst, the Risk Tool and the DLV tool

Sequence diagram of the interaction between the Analyst, the Risk Reasoning Tool and the label propagation algorithm.
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6.3. Measurements tools
In this section we describe the measurement tools that have been implemented for the PoC. In order to support the required
use cases, we have focused on implementing the measurement tools to retrieve metrics related to bugs & issues, source code
management, and messages of the community. 

As each measurement tool retrieves the information from a particular technology, we have selected those technologies that are
currently used in the xwiki case. Particularly, we have implemented the following tools:

• Git measurements tool: retrieves metrics related to bugs & issues from Git

• Jira measurements tool: retrieves metrics related to source code management from Jira

• Markmail measurements tool: retrieves metrics related to messages of the community from Markmail

6.3.1. How to use the tools

The tools are configured through the configuration parameters and execution parameters. As described in the previous sections,
the configuration parameters are set by using the ToolConfigurationProvider facility, whereas the execution
parameters are set when invoking the tool. As the list of parameters is different for each measurement tool, details are explained
on the specific subsections bellow. 

Once the measurement tools have been configured, they are executed periodically by a scheduler, as shown in the following
diagram:

Sequence diagram for the interactions with the measurement tools

The measurements are then stored in the Riscoss platform. The tools that require the measurements can retrieve them by
invoking the getMeasurements method of the Riscoss platform.
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Sequence diagram for retrieval of measurements from the RISCOSS Platform

6.3.2. Git measurements tool

This tool is able to perform the analysis of a code repository and extract some metrics about the level of collaboration that
committers had on the code.

In the current implementation, the tool invokes the git ( see http://git-scm.org) executable to grab a local copy of the code
repository, and then execute some data extraction on the git logs for computing the metrics. In order to do so it uses the bash
(see http://www.gnu.org/software/bash/bash.html) and awk ( see http://www.gnu.org/software/gawk/ ) tools that are available
on almost every Unix machine.

Because of these dependencies the tool requires, at creation time, the following configuration parameters:

• bashPath. The path where bash is installed.

• gitPaht. The path where git is installed.

• awkPath. The path where awk is installed.

In case that these configuration parameters are not provided, standard location will be looked at. 

Once an instance of the tool has been correctly created and configured, it can be used for performing the analysis of a code
repository. This is done by calling the execute(Scope, Map) method and by passing to it the Scope which is the target
of the analysis (e.g., an OSSComponent the code is related to) and a map that associates the location of the code repository to
the repositoryURL key.

As an optimization, the local clone of the repository is not deleted after the analysis is over. This approach makes subsequent
analysis faster. The current code of the tools contains a unit test that provides a concrete example of what has been described
before. This test creates a very simple git repository and runs the tool against it. 

Implemented metrics for the PoC

 Metric
name 

 Files changed per commit

Description   The average number of files changed per commit of an OSS component.

Data type  Float

Indicator   i14: Number of files changes / commit

Involved
risks 

 e14: Inadequate OSS maintenance

e15: Innovation Lack

e16: Lack of support (e.g. on support query)

e17: Low release frequency

http://git-scm.org
http://www.gnu.org/software/bash/bash.html
http://www.gnu.org/software/gawk/
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 Metric
name 

 Lines added per commit

Description   The average number of lines added per commit of an OSS component.

Data type  Float

Indicator   i32: Number of additions / commit

Involved
risks 

 e9: Failure to meet quality requirements

 e11: Lack of security

 e12: Update failure (new release)

 e15: Innovation Lack

 Metric
name 

 Lines removed per commit

Description   The average number of lines removed per commit of an OSS component.

Data type  Float

Indicator   i33: Number of deletions / commit

Involved
risks 

 e9: Failure to meet quality requirements

 e11: Lack of security

 e12: Update failure (new release)

 e15: Innovation Lack
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6.3.3. Jira measurements tool

This tool is able to perform analysis over the bugs, features and other issues tracked in the JIRA platform. To do so, it uses a
Rest Java Client Library that performs the invocations to the REST API of JIRA (see https://marketplace.atlassian.com/plugins/
com.atlassian.jira.jira-rest-java-client). As no extra software is required, it doesn't need any configuration parameters. 

Once an instance of the tool has been correctly created, it can be used for performing the analysis of the aforementioned
metrics. This is done by calling the execute(Scope, Map) method. In this tool, the required information in the Map is as
follows:

• jiraURL the URL of the JIRA platform

• anonymousAuthentication. True if anonymous authentication is allowed, false otherwise

• username. The username if authentication is required

• password. The password if authentication is required

• initialDate. The initial date in which the analysis should be performed

Implemented metrics for the PoC

 Metric
name 

 Number of open bugs

Description   The total number of open bugs of an OSS component

Data type  Integer

Indicator   i9: number of open bugs

Involved
risks 

 e13: Community does not follow its roadmap

 e14: Inadequate OSS maintenance

 e16: Lack of support (e.g. on support query)

 Metric
name 

 Bug fix time in days

Description   The average time to resolve a bug (in days) of an OSS component

Data type  Float

Indicator   i10: bug fix time in days

Involved
risks 

 e13: Community does not follow its roadmap

 e14: Inadequate OSS maintenance

 e16: Lack of support (e.g. on support query)

https://marketplace.atlassian.com/plugins/com.atlassian.jira.jira-rest-java-client
https://marketplace.atlassian.com/plugins/com.atlassian.jira.jira-rest-java-client
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 Metric
name 

 Number of feature requests

Description   The total number of feature requests of an OSS component

Data type  Integer

Indicator   i2: Number of feature requests

Involved
risks 

 e2: Loose control on evolution

 e3: Inability to be accepted as contributor

 e4: Inability to adapt the software 

 Metric
name 

 Number of open feature requests

Description   The total number of feature requests of an OSS component that have not been implemented yet.

Data type  Integer

Indicator   i3: Number of open feature requests that have not been implemented

Involved
risks 

 e2: Loose control on evolution

 e3: Inability to be accepted as contributor

 e4: Inability to adapt the software 

 Metric
name 

 Number of closed feature requests per update

Description   The average number of closed feature requests per update of an OSS component.

Data type  Float

Indicator   i35: Number of closed feature requests per update

Involved
risks 

 e11: Lack of security

 e12: Update failure (new release)

 e15: Innovation Lack 
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 Metric
name 

 Number of closed bugs per update

Description   The average number of closed bugs per update of an OSS component.

Data type  Float

Indicator   i36: Number of closed bugs per update

Involved
risks 

 e11: Lack of security

 e12: Update failure (new release)

 e15: Innovation Lack 

 Metric
name 

 Number of security bugs

Description   The total number of open security bugs of an OSS component

Data type  Integer

 Metric
name 

 Presence of list of security bugs corrected

Description   Presence of a list containing the security bugs corrected

Data type  Boolean

 Metric
name 

 Security bug fix time in days

Description   The average time to resolve a security bug (in days) of an OSS component

Data type  Float
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6.3.4. Markmail measurements tool

This tool is able to perform analysis over the posts stored in Markmail. It must be taken into account that in the xwiki platform,
there is no distinction between forum posts and (public) mail posts, and hence both metrics represent the same concept in this
case. 

As no extra software is required, it doesn't need any configuration parameters. Once an instance of the tool has been
correctly created, it can be used for performing the analysis of the aforementioned metric. This is done by calling the
execute(Scope, Map) method. In this tool, the required information in the Map is as follows:

• markmailURL the URL of markmail

Implemented metrics for the PoC

 Metric
name 

 Number of posts per day

Description   The total number of posts of an OSS component

Data type  Integer

Indicator   i17: Forum posts per day

 i19: Mails per day

Involved
risks 

 e14: Inadequate OSS maintenance

 e15: Innovation Lack

 e16: Lack of support (e.g. on support query)

 e17: Low release frequency
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7. Future work
In this section we summarize the parts of the platform that are missing in the PoC or that needed improvement because the
solution was simplified for the PoC.

7.1. Platform core
For the platform core we have planned the following tasks and improvements:

• Reliability: After the PoC we plan to stabilize the code and add proper testing techniques, this is crucial because it will
increase the reliability of the platform and the chances of being used.

• Evolution: We will continue evolving the platform core according to the work done in scientific work packages WP1,
WP2 and WP3. The platform should provide a reference implementation and an environment for supporting and applying
the techniques devised in the RISCOSS project. Its evolution must be in sync with them.

• Explicit models: This is related with the platform evolution. There is an already clear evolution of the data model which
consist in making the elements of the Goal, Risk and Impact models explicit so that they will be editable in the platform
itself. Currently these elements are encapsulated into XML format without support of the platform core. This prevents the
core platform to explicitly manipulate and inspect these elements.

• Satisfy requirements: We will add new functionalities in order to satisfy the requirements specified in D5.2 - Full
description of the requirements and pilot cases.

• Interoperability: We will add REST API support in order to make the RISCOSS platform interoperable with external
platforms.

• Security/Privacy: We will add a proper user and role identification mechanism so that certain operations or access
to certain type of data can be restricted to a well defined set of users having a given role (e.g., a user that is part of a
company cannot access the data related to another company).

• User Interface: We will integrate the platform core to a proper UI in order to provide the user with a full fledged
environment that will allow the user to access all the functionalities and aspects of the RISCOSS methodology.

7.2. Platform tools
For the tools, we have the following tasks and improvements planned for the next release of the platform. This is list focuses on
the currently available tool, however an implicit activity will be to add other tools that will be needed in order to implement and
support correctly the RISCOSS methodology. This is something that will be done constantly throughout the project.

7.2.1. Goal models tool

The Goal models tool will evolve according to the progress of the WP1. In particular, the following tasks are to be done after
the PoC:

• The goal model will be integrated into the platform data model.

• After the integration, we will keep the import/export functionality with the XML iStarML format.

• We will support multiple questions associated to one goal.

• We will support or improve the following operations: refine, choose , and pattern.

• We have made some simplifications for the identification of goal model elements. After the PoC these simplifications
will be implemented in a proper way. 

7.2.2. Risk reasoning tool

The Risk Reasoning tool is still under development, so several services, in terms of reasoning techniques, have been left out
from the PoC at this stage. In particular the following aspects have to be addressed in the next versions:

• Reasoning about mitigation strategies

• Increase the coupling between statistical techniques and logic based reasoning techniques

• Use of other models in the reasoning process (such as business process models)
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7.2.3. Measurements tools

The measurements will be improved in the next versions to support complex data types (i.e. measurements will be able to
be composed of more than a single data type, like integer or float) in order to increase the flexibility of the data that can
be measured. New measurement tools and more metrics will be implemented. Finally each of the currently implemented
measurement tools will be enhanced as follows:

• Git measurement tool: We meant to provide, as much as possible, the metrics about a code repository. In the next
iterations we will add new measurements that will be relevant measurements for understanding the state of a code
repository with respect to the risk analysis that will be performed by the other analysis tools.

• JIRA measurement tool: As the list of bugs and other issues in an OSS component can be considerably large, all the
information can not be retrieved in a single and short REST invocation. Therefore, the tool can be time consuming due
to network latencies, specially when an old initialDate is set. For the next version, the performance will be improved by
using different strategies (e.g. by creating a local copy). 

• Markmail measurement tool: We plan to find a better technique than web scraping to retrieve the information. A
possible option is to use Atom syndication. In the case of XWiki, it is available at http://xwiki.markmail.org/atom/.

7.2.4. Analytical tools

The analytical tool will be finalized from the concept perspective and will be implemented in the next version.

A summary of the steps that are involved in the analysis process are located below where the final results from the analysis
will be the Level III business risks.

1.       Layer I – data and matrices
a.       Community data

i.      Data collection

ii.      Statistical analysis

iii.      Expert assessment and determination of base line levels

iv.      Expert assessment and selection of relevant variables

v.      Assessment of risk indicators, i.e. grouping variables into indicators

vi.      Expert assessment of use cases to set risk indicator level based on state of variables

b.       Social network data
i.      Data collection

ii.      Network analysis of network matrices

iii.      Expert assessment and determination of base line levels

iv.      Expert assessment and selection of relevant variables

v.      Expert assessment of use cases to set community indicator level based on state of variables

2.       Layer II – Indicators
a.       Contextual indicators – selection of relevant indicators

b.       Contextual, Risk and Community indicators – assessing relationships (influences) among indicators and
between indicators and business risks

3.       Layer III – Business risks
a.       Assessing four risks based on the three indicator groups

7.3. Open issues
Throughout the discussion of this document several issues have arisen that may have an impact on the platform but which
complexity makes them out of the scope of the current state, the PoC. summary follows:

http://xwiki.markmail.org/atom/.
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• Organizational roles. The risks may be perceived or evaluated in different ways by different stakeholders in the
organizations. The IT department staff may have a technical-oriented perspective, whilst a project manager may be more
interested in other types of risks. This fact suggests the convenience to incorporate these roles in the ecosystem so that
elicitation, reasoning and decision-making activities can work on the appropriate perspective. 

• Platform user types. Similarly, the description of use cases has talked in general about "organization" or "user" as
the actor that interacts with the system. In the mid-term, different types of users with different access rights need to be
defined.

• Depth of the analysis. We may think of having heavyweight and lightweight assessment of risks, depending on the
resources and effort an organization may invest, or the benefits they expect, or the criticality of the analysis into the full
business model of the organization. 

• RISCOSS deployment. We offered several options of deployment in this document, but discussion is needed on the
RISCOSS exploitation plan to complete the details on how the platform is adopted by some organization.

• Update of reusable knowledge. Even if identified as necessary, we are not discussing in this document how is it going to
be conducted.
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8. Conclusion
In this deliverable we have gone through a complete view of the planning, design, and implementation of the proof of concept of
the RISCOSS platform. 

• Planning: We presented a set of use cases that covers the expected scenarios of use of the platform.

• Design: We shown several diagrams representing the most important parts of the data model used in the PoC, we also
shown the important architectural decisions made during the design phase, and finally we presented some architectural
views to facilitate the understanding of the platform structure.

• Implementation: We explained the process followed to develop in a cooperative way, and we presented the tools
implemented for the PoC. The full source code is also available for review as part of this deliverable (see http://
gitorious.ow2.org/riscoss/riscoss-platform ).

In the whole deliverable, and specially in the future work section, we have provided hints of the future lines of actions for the
next releases of the platform.

In conclusion, we believe that in the current status, the PoC is sufficient to show the feasibility of the proposed approach. 

http://gitorious.ow2.org/riscoss/riscoss-platform
http://gitorious.ow2.org/riscoss/riscoss-platform
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10. Annexes
• The code for the PoC described in this deliverable is public available on the OW2 Gitorious code repository at the

following address: http://gitorious.ow2.org/riscoss

• The JavaDoc documentation for the RISCOSS Platform API is available at the following address: http://riscoss-
platform.devxwiki.com/javadoc/index.html

• The latest build of the platform with a download link of the artifacts is available at the following address: http://
bamboo.ow2.org/browse/RISCOSS-PLATFORM/latestSuccessful (under the artifact tab)

• An online version of the platform that is used for development purposes is available at the following address: http://
riscoss-platform.devxwiki.com/

http://gitorious.ow2.org/riscoss
http://riscoss-platform.devxwiki.com/javadoc/index.html
http://riscoss-platform.devxwiki.com/javadoc/index.html
http://bamboo.ow2.org/browse/RISCOSS-PLATFORM/latestSuccessful
http://bamboo.ow2.org/browse/RISCOSS-PLATFORM/latestSuccessful
http://riscoss-platform.devxwiki.com/
http://riscoss-platform.devxwiki.com/

